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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you  

have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other  

competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not  

intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of  

different contractual arrangements. 

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white  

paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, services,  

technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are  

accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have  

changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory  

agreement of advice. 

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make  

a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also  

does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be  

construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by  

Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of  

any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an  

investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations: 

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if  

any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or  

authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to  

transactions. 

Limitation of liability 

RULE shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the  

use of this website's material, including written material, links to third-  

party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be  

fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on  

the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one  

of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your  

whole investment. 

Investment risks 

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for  

all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level  

of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies,  

tokens, or any other digital asset. 



This white paper is all about a decentralized Binance Smart Chain  

(BSC) and decentralized finance (Defi) smart contract-based  

cryptocurrency. THEOZ is an all-in-one market for earning passive  

income by staking, lending, or holding the THEOZ token. THEOZ's 

stable  network allows and assists consumers in lending and staking 

crypto  assets without the need for an intermediary. THEOZ is a 

complete all in  one ecosystem that contains the staking, farming 

marketplace, and  swapping facility under an umbrella. Anyone who 

has tokens on the  THEOZ wallet will deposit their favorite asset and 

tokens into their  personal wallet and gain interest in them. 

Borrowers are paired with  the money they choose to loan from the 

pool, and investors will earn  passive income. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Cryptocurrency universe is a breeding ground for new decentralized and  

innovative systems that will bring solutions to some of the most important issues in  

the world. The team behind THEOZ token wants to lead the way to an ecosystem that  

bridges the gap between digital assets and Cryptocurrency. The THEOZ is a Binance  

Smart Chain-based cryptocurrency marketplace, where buyers and sellers meet to  

transact based on long-term speculative and value views. 

 
The THEOZ Is a technology fund to build decentralized exchange to bring reputable  

and transparent investment platforms. It is powered on the Binance Smart Chain  

blockchain with the purpose of decentralized Finance (Defi0, staking, farming, DEX,  

THEOZ pay, travel, and meeting marketplace under an umbrella. With THEOZ, being  

powered on Binance Smart Chain, holders can enjoy low gas fees and fast  

transactions around the  globe. THEOZ is also an Eco-Friendly decentralized  

marketplace to run THEOZ tokens that do not want to damage the environment so our  

protocol will not run on a proof of work Authority (PoWA). 

Every transaction in the THEOZ ecosystem leads to transparency and security. We aim  

to bridge the gap between community and cryptocurrency with the help of our all-in-  

one ecosystem. THEOZ has been built  with one purpose to build the  best  

decentralized technology available to the world and make an equal impact on  

humanity at the same time. 
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Our mission is to "Lift THEOZ to New Heights" by offering investors an innovative, user-  

friendly, one-stop-shop to find everything they need to not only locate a new token about  

to launch (THEOZ token) but to research and make a more educated decision, as to 

whether  or not to invest, utilizing a platform with a decentralized blockchain, to give every 

person in  the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial security. 

 

Our Mission is: 

to assist each Holder in gaining access to digital assets straightforwardly and  

effectively. 

Everyone globally should generate a passive income by staking THEOZ tokens and 

every  transaction at our decentralized exchange. 

To operate as a completely decentralized, community-focused, and community-driven  

digital asset. 

Our mission is to pave the growth of DEFI adoption - this happens when the users feel  

confident to explore the blockchain space & devs are supported to build the future of  

decentralization. 

Our Mission 
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Vision 
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We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio.” We  

envision a world where wealth-building strategies that  

were once only accessible to affluent individuals become  

available to everyone, transferring the power over our  

financial systems back to the people. The THEOZ is going  

to create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people  

into digital assets and helping to earn a passive income  

through redistribution/reflection by holding, selling,  

buying, lending and borrowing the THEOZ token long term,  

along with maintaining their privacy, security, power, and  

autonomy. We strive to create an ecosystem based on  

sound monetary policies, with a sound and solid  

decentralized foundation expected with the THEOZ 

digital  asset. 



ECOSYSTEM 

THEOZ  

Exchange 

THEOZ 

Token 

Staking  

Crypto &  

forex trading 

THEOZ meet  

platform 

THEOZ Social media  

platform 

THEOZ travel  

portal 

Yield  

farming  
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THEOZ  

PLATFORMS 

THEOZ meet  

platform 

THEOZ Limited is working on a  

smart meet application that  

will allow members of the  

THEOZ community and other  

users to organise online  

meetings, webinars, business  

conferences, and online  

events using THEOZ meet. 

Users can utilise the THEOZ  

token to purchase a big  

corporate package to use the  

THEOZ social meet through  

this application. This is the  

next step in the growth of  

internet commercial services. 

THEOZ Limited is working on  

the THEOZ Social platform,  

which will allow the THEOZ  

global community and other  

users to utilise it in the same  

way that Facebook does. It will  

be a cutting-edge blockchain  

platform with real-time data  

gathering and reaction for  

corporate customers. 

Everyone may use this  

platform to have a real-time  

conversation, make a voice  

call, or conduct a video call,  

among other things. 

THEOZ social  

media platform 

THEOZ Limited is working on  

a travel platform that will  

allow the THEOZ community  

and other users to book  

flights and hotels all over the  

world using THEOZ tokens  

and other cryptocurrencies.  

On the same platform, users  

will get incentives and offers  

in THEOZ token. Today, we  

have the opportunity to join  

the THEOZ ecosystem and  

become a part of an exciting  

new platform. 

THEOZ travel  

portal 
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STAKING 

Staking is a great way to maximize your holdings in staking coins and fiat that  

would otherwise be sitting in your THEOZ account. Once you have staked your  

assets, you can earn staking rewards on top of your holdings and grow them  

further by compounding those future rewards. This provides dual benefits of  

securing the blockchain network and creating an opportunity for users to get  

incentives or dividends on their holdings. 

As an incentive to acquire and keep onto staking assets, you can receive incentives  

by staking cryptocurrencies and fiat for a period of time. A bonding period may be  

required for some staking currencies. Simply choose the asset you want to stake to  

earn staking rewards, and after it has done bonding, it will be ready to start staking  

and receiving rewards through the Proof of Stake process. 

Our staking platform will help the community increase the number of THEOZ  

tokens that users hold. More importantly, every time you stake, you will earn  

passive income in the form of THEOZ token. 
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Benefits of Staking 
There is no imperative need of holding a special tool or equipment for  

crypto owners. No hardware or computer is required the only demand is to  

own tokens for a particular intermission of time. 

Passive Income 

Those who stake their money earn massive rewards  

by holding THEOZ tokens in a cryptocurrency.  

Passive income is highly rewarding for the holders. 

Scalability 

This concept of scalability is frequently employed in  

the crypto world. It includes all the computational  

process that shows all the purchase and selling  

scales on high profile. 

Eco-Friendly 

The most likely effective approach is that it is 

cheap and less energy wasting. By using this  

platform one can reap a good amount in a reliable  

and effective system. 

As Proof of stake blockchains are fewer energy-  

consumers, they are more environmentally friendly.  

Thus, they have a lower carbon footprint and have  

little or no environmental effects 

 

More Cost-Effectives 

Cost  
Effective 
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“Yield farming” is a reward scheme that’s taken hold in the crypto world. If you  

want to compare it to traditional investing, it’s like the yield on a bond or a  

dividend. Like a conventional dividend-paying stock or bond, the yield on Defi  

tokens fluctuates depending on how these projects and exchanges roll them  

out. Anyone with a THEOZ account can easily do it in our ecosystem. Farming  

allows the investors to get THEOZ tokens back with more amounts in the form  

of interest while investing in the tokens. 

 
Yield farming Binance-based credit markets are offering new strategies for  

crypto owners to earn handsome returns on their cryptocurrency, at least a  

hundred times higher than a traditional bank would offer. Yield farming also  

offers higher profits than any conventional investment channel, from real estate  

to stocks and bonds. 

Yield farmers can also turbo-charge their returns with liquidity mining. They  

receive THEOZ tokens from the company borrowing their funds, in addition to  

the high interest on their loan. 

FARMING 
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A decentralized trading platform on THEOZ will be added, satisfying the needs of fully  

decentralized payments. THEOZ connects Binance Smart Chain (BSC) making it easy and  

convenient to secure and process transactions, breaking any user-touchable space close to the  

future world the dominant cryptocurrency, THEOZ guarantees outstanding speed token  

processing and extremely low transaction fees so that the community can easily connect.  

THEOZ is an easy, fast, and secure exchange that creates an entirely new ecosystem built to  

facilitate a crypto derivative market where traders have access to various trading and  

investment instruments, enabling a highly liberating, strategic, low-risk, and seamless trading  

experience a genuinely decentralized way. THEOZ is going to launch its decentralized  

exchange. 

 
With THEOZ, you can exchange crypto in your Private Key Wallet or your Trading Account.  

Exchanging from your Private Key Wallet provides you with the benefits of a non-custodial, on-  

chain trade settlement. Swapping from your Trading Account provides faster settlement and  

no network fees. 

 
There are many great reasons our Wallet users love using THEOZ exchange:  

Quickly exchange into an asset you believe will grow 

Move out of a volatile asset into one of our cryptocurrencies.  

Hedge against real-world events. 

THEOZ exchange platforms are integrated into the top cryptocurrency trading exchanges in  

the world, this allows users to search and select the best rates for the transaction. An  

additional benefit is that some crypto swap services do not require users to create an  

account 

THEOZ exchange 
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THEOZ token serves different functions. It acts as the platform’s backbone and as the  

medium of exchange for all platform transactions. THEOZ, BEP-20, is a decentralized  

cryptocurrency based on the Binance Smart Chain. THEOZ token is the currency  

needed to transact on the various distribution modules associated with the THEOZ  

decentralized application. Token owners have the option of staking their tokens in the  

THEOZ wallet to receive special rights and rewards within the network. 

 
THEOZ Token is the digital currency used in the THEOZ meet application. The token is  

a BEP-20 powered token built on the Binance Smart Chain to make sure every  

transaction is traceable on the blockchain, anonymous for the user and at the same  

time provide overall high security for the end-users. 

 
THEOZ aims to be a free marketplace where each user will be allowed to make money  

in their area of interest and at the same time provide a platform for all the people who  

need some form of help in everyday life, whatever it may be. 

THEOZ token 
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THEOZ token resides on sovereign blockchain i.e Binance Smart  

Chain(BSC). It is the first-largest cryptocurrency platform that  

provides Defi, Farming, DEX, dapp etc in a single ecosystem. 

 
Transparency & immutability 
With THEOZ token, each time exchange of tokens is recorded on the  

Binance Smart Chain blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace  

tokens where they came from. This can help improve security and  

prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but it can also help  

verify the authenticity of the traded assets. 

 
Lower Fees 
The fees associated with THEOZ token transactions are far less than  

those associated with debit, credit cards, wire transfers, and BACS  

payments. 

 
Transaction traceability 
THEOZ token is far more secure than other record-keeping systems  

because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the  

previous transaction and traceable on blockchain but anonymous to  

THEOZ token users. THEOZ is formed by a complicated string of  

mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered. This  

immutable and incorruptible nature of THEOZ tokens makes them  

safe from falsified information and hacks once formed. 

 
Ease of use 
Ease of use is the reason why the THEOZ token has more value in the  

THEOZ ecosystem. All you need is a smart device, an internet  

connection, and instantly you become your payments and money  

transfers. You have to download The THEOZ application on your  

smartphone, and you can sell and buy things, stake, and exchange  

cryptocurrencies. 

 
Decentralization 
THEOZ token is a fully decentralized cryptocurrency that provides  

peer-to-peer trading to consumers and investors and proudly  

incentivizes participation in advancements in growing markets. 

BENEFITS OF THEOZ TOKEN 
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Open for global participants 
THEOZ facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to a broader audience. The advantage of  

THEOZ use is that it’s completely decentralized so that p2p trading can be done freely across borders.  

The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more financially  

connected, empowered, and enabled. THEOZ has no border, so these can be used no matter where  

you are located globally. This also has a significant effect on international payment fees. Traditionally  

international transfers have much higher prices than domestic transfers and payments. International  

payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic. 

 

Free from corporate and government interference 
THEOZ transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the costs of  

transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the  

inconvenience of specific authorization and waiting period requirements. 

 

The efficiency of payment transactions 
Standard transfers and foreign purchases typically involve fees and exchange costs. Since THEOZ  

transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the costs of transacting  

are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of  

typical authorization requirements and wait periods. 

 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) compliant 
THEOZ is introducing a TECH token that is a Binance Smart Chain (BSC)-compliant token means that it  

supports a few functions that all BEP-20 support. 

 

Fast and secure: 

 
THEOZ is different because of its potential security, privacy, transparency, blockchain technology,  

Farming, lending, P2P trading, and decentralized exchange. We have created a platform to connect  

people for 

 

Strong security: 
 
Built and maintained to the highest security practices to ensure our users and their funds are always  

protected. THEOZ provides private and secure proprietary technology  applications (dapp),  

decentralized exchange with its encrypted communication platform. 

WHY TECHBLOCK? 
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TOKEN DETAILS 

NAME 

THEOZ TOKEN 

 

SYMBOL 

 
THEOZ 

 

PLATFORM 

BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BSC) 

 

 
TYPE 

BEP-20 

 

 
MAXIMUM SUPPLY 

210 MILLION TOKEN 

 

 
TOKEN LAUNCH PRICE 

$0.04 CENTS 
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Market  

60% 

Airdrop  

17% 

Management  

10% 

Development & Dapp  

6% 

Marketing team  

5% 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

Miscellaneous 

2% 
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ROADMAP 

Startup of THEOZ token  

Platform 

August  

2021 

September  

2021 

The Depp will start  

functioning & Start the  

Pre-sale 

January  

2022 

THEOZ will launch its  

Social Connect App to  

connect the worldwide  

community faster 

May  

2022 

THEOZ will launch its own  

AMM DEX Platform for its  

worldwide users 

October  

2021 

THEOZ will launch its THEOZ  

Business Meeting App for  

worldwide community 
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https://www.theoztoken.io/ 
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http://www.THEOStoken.io/
http://www.THEOStoken.io/
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